
Learn Filmmaking and Photography for Free

Shoot Guru in association with Accsoon Tech launched free workshops pan India for students who

wish to learn the intricacies of filmmaking and photography.

GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA, December 9, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In the week of National

Education Day, Shoot Guru in association with Accsoon Tech launched free workshops pan India

for students who wish to learn the intricacies of filmmaking and photography, use of

professional equipment and the know-hows of the field.

Shoot Guru, a platform for budding filmmakers and photographers provides filmmaking

enthusiasts an adequate opportunity to showcase their work, talent and stories through their

lens. ShootGuru, founded by Kshitij Sheetak, like any guru, promises to teach and share its

knowledge. Through the emerging power of Instagram (www.instagram.com/shootguru/), he has

helped many enthusiasts and has provided many valuable advices to them. Along with it, he also

conducts massive giveaways to encourage and motivate the budding photographers.

With 10+ years of experience in the field, Kshitij wishes to give back to the community and help

other enthusiasts develop their skills and become an asset to the industry. In the process, he

was able to bring in newer technologies like Accsoon Tech, the leading manufacturer of Gimbals

in India which offers products at affordable prices that meets the needs of a professional and

amateurs both. It is a Gimbal manufacturing brand that offers technical support along with the

product warranty and bonus point- Free Gimbal Training. In this day an age of low budget

filmmakers, this gimbal provides creative edge at low cost.

By organising these free workshops, Shoot Guru wishes to bridge the gap between the

professionals and the amateurs and share the real knowledge about what really happens on set

which is the first time for someone to be sharing this. He has worked with many leading brands

of the industry like Panasonic and he himself is a certified trainer for Panasonic India and Brand

Ambassador for F-stop Gear, Haida Filters and Litra.

In the past, Shoot Guru has conducted many free workshops across the cities of Mumbai, Delhi

and Chennai and wishes to do the same in other parts of country as well. Rahul Sharma, a movie

buff and one of the attendees of the workshop at Mumbai seemed excited and cleared most of

his doubts about the use of gears. He said, “Such workshops are a great opportunity for starters

like us to get to know about the professional world in depth. From outside everything seems so

great and glamorous but nobody openly tells the real struggle that goes behind the camera

while doing the actual shooting.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.instagram.com/shootguru
http://www.accsoonondia.com
http://www.instagram.com/shootguru/


These workshops would provide a platform for the budding filmmakers to learn from the on-

field experience of the professional and apply the practical techniques in their work. It would

give an insight and encourage the budding photographers and filmmakers to know more about

the dream that they are pursuing.

For more information about Shoot Guru, visit www.shootguru.com
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